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Border states in heterosheets with hexagonal symmetry
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We report first-principles electronic-structure calculations using local density approximation in density func-
tional theory for hexagonally bonded hetero-sheets BNCx consisting of graphite and boron-nitride strips. We
find a class of electron states that are localized at borders of the heterosheet. Calculations for other heterosheets
and homosheets, C, BN, and BC3, clarify universal features of the border states, edge states, and nearly-free-
electron states. Electronic properties related to the border states in planer or tubular BNCx are discussed.
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Electron states in condensed matters are classified
several groups. In periodic systems they are labeled as B
states, whereas imperfection induces different classes
states: Point defects usually induce localized states in en
gaps of semiconductors or insulators; surfaces or interfa
are regarded as planer imperfections and localized elec
states ~surface/interface states! emerge near the two
dimensional imperfection. These localized states are cru
to determine electronic properties of the materials.

Recently, an interesting class of localized states has b
found in graphite ribbons~graphite sheets with finite sizes!
which are expected to exist in growth processes
fullerenes1 or carbon nanotubes:2,3 A tight-binding4,5 and
later the local density6 calculations show that some electro
states at the Fermi level (EF) are localized at but extende
along an edge of the graphite ribbon~edge states!, but that
the edge states exhibit no dispersion in a direction along
edge in a part of Brillouin zone~Fig. 4 in Ref. 4!. The edge
state is peculiar to specific ribbons in which edges consis
zigzag arrangements of carbon atoms: Ribbons with ed
consisting of armchair arrangements do not exhibit s
edge states.4,5 It is generally shown that this class of loca
ized states emerges in a system in which electron trans
among several atomic sites satisfy certain conditions.4,5,7

The edge states are not peculiar to carbon: As will
shown below, when boron and nitrogen atoms are arran
in a hexagonal network (h-BN), similar edge states appear
the energy gap. Experimentally, synthesis of hexagonal
works of B, N, and C have been achieved both in planer
tubular forms.8–11 Experimental results9,11 and recent total
energy calculations12 are indicative of phase separation
graphite andh-BN in BNCx compounds. Although the
atomic structure of the boundary in the separated phase is
clear yet, it is possible that there are borders between gr
ite and h-BN strips in phase-separated planer structur
These borders are expected to induce new electron stat

In this paper, we report first-principles calculations th
clarify electronic structures of BNCx hexagonal ribbons con
sisting of h-BN and graphite strips. We find that there a
border stateswhose wave functions are localized at and e
tended along borders ofh-BN and graphite, and that th
border states show flat dispersion nearEF and hereby affect
electronic properties substantially. The border state is n
simple extension of the edge states predicted in the p
Chemical variety at the border provides interesting variat
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in electronic structure. We also find that another class
electron states which are called nearly free electron~NFE!
states, descendants of interlayer states in graphite,13 indeed
exists on the BNCx sheet and show a feature unexpected
the past.

All calculations have been performed by densit
functional theory.14,15 Exchange-correlation energy of inte
acting electrons is treated in local density approximat
~LDA ! with a functional form fitted to the Ceperley-Alde
result.16,17 Norm-conserving pseudopotentials generated
using the Troullier-Martins scheme are adopted to desc
the electron-ion interaction.18,19 The valence wave function
are expanded by the plane-wave basis set with a cutoff
ergy of 50 Ry, which gives enough convergence of relat
total energies of carbon-related materials18 and of h-BN.20

We adopt the conjugate-gradient minimization scheme b
for the electronic-structure calculation and for the geome
optimization.21 Structural optimization has been performe
until the remaining forces are less than 0.005 Ry/Å. We
a repeating sheet model in which each atomic sheet is s
rated by 9.0 Å to simulate a hexagonally bonded monolay
Integration over Brillouin zone~BZ! is carried out using
equidistantk-point sampling in which thek-point density is
equivalent to the case of the 80 point sampling in the c
ventional BZ of graphite monolayer.

Figure 1 shows calculated energy bands of theh-BN rib-
bon in which edges have the zigzag shapes and are te
nated with hydrogen. The ribbon is insulating with the c
culated energy gap of 5 eV. The highest occupied~HO! and
the lowest unoccupied~LU! bands show extremely flat dis
persion around the zone boundaryX. The wave functions of
the HO and LU bands clearly show that these states are e
states whose wave functions are localized at one of ed
Due to chemical difference of B and N, the LU edge state
localized at the edge of B atoms, whereas the HO edge s
is localized at the edge of N atoms. These edge states
unable to be derived from zone folding analysis of ene
bands of theh-BN monolayer.22 They emerge due to subtl
balance of electron transfers amongp orbitals situated at
edge atoms, hereby exhibiting the peculiar flat band nat
These features have been also observed for the edge sta
graphite ribbon with the zigzag edges.4,6 Hence it is now
clarified that the edge state is a common product in hexa
nally networked ribbons with zigzag shaped edges. M
9896 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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generally, even the edges are not required. Zigzag sha
borders are enough to produce the peculiar localized sta
as is shown below.

Figure 2 shows energy bands of BNC2, BNC4, and BNC6
sheets in whichh-BN and graphite strips are separated a
the borders are of zigzag shapes. We have found that t
sheets are semiconducting with the direct energy gaps
that the gap energy monotonically decreases with increa
the width of graphite strips. We find that the highest occ
piedp and the lowest unoccupiedp* bands show almost fla
dispersion around the zone boundaryJ. This feature is simi-
lar to that of the energy bands of hexagonally network
ribbons described above.

In order to clarify characteristics of the flat band states
the BNC sheets, we calculate their wave functions in BN4
~Fig. 3!. It is found that the highestp state atJ ~labeled CB
in Fig. 2! is localized at C and B atoms which constitute o
of borders ofh-BN and graphite strips. The state has bond

FIG. 1. ~a! Top view of h-BN ribbon with infinite length along
the vectora. Black, dark, and white circles denote N, B, and
atoms, respectively.~b! Energy bands of the H-terminatedh-BN
ribbon. The directionGX is parallel to the vectora in ~a!. Energy is
measured from the top of occupied bands.~c! Contour plots of the
squared wave functions of the LU and the HO states atX point
represented on the cross section of the ribbon containing the da
line BN in ~a!. Each contour represents twice~or half! the density of
its adjacent lines. The highest values are 1.21/Å3 and 3.37/Å3 for
the LU and the HO states, respectively.
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p character with substantial hybridization ofp orbitals of C
and B atoms. It is then naturally expected that the antibo
ing state also exists. We find that a state in the conduc
bands has such character (CB* in Fig. 2!. The wave function
of CB* shown in Fig. 3~a! is located at the border and clear
manifests its antibonding character. The wave function of
lowest conduction band atJ (CN* in Fig. 2! is also shown in
Fig. 3~a!. It is localized at C and N atoms in this case whi
constitute the other border ofh-BN and graphite strips.
Again substantial hybridization ofp orbitals of C and N
atoms is observed. The state has antibonding character
have explored the valence bands and found a state lab
CN. The wave function of CN is located along the bord
formed by C and N and is of bonding character@Fig. 3~a!#. It
is now clarified that zigzag borders of hexagonally n
worked heterosheets induce a new class of electron s
which are localized along the borders: the border states.

It is emphasized that the states are peculiar to the zig
borders. Figures 4~a! and 4~b! show the geometry and th
electronic band structure of BNC2 sheet where the border
between graphite andh-BN strips are of armchair shape. W
find that the system possesses direct energy gap atG point
and the highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied st
around theG point do not show the flat band nature. Th
characteristics of the band structure is completely differ
from those of the heterosheet with zigzag borders. The c
responding wave functions of the states atG point are not
localized at the border but extended over the whole sh
@Fig. 4~c!#. In this case, the border states are absent in s
of the presence of the borders between different specie
atoms.

We also find that the highest occupiedp and the lowest
unoccupiedp* states lose their border-state character w
decreasing wave numbers: The wave functions of the st
at G point @GHP and GLP* in Fig. 2~b! and Fig. 3~c!# is ex-
tended over the whole BNC4 heterosheet@Fig. 3~c!#. Conse-
quently the total valence electron density is also exten
over the sheet@Fig. 3~d!#. The border states we have foun
are therefore extremely unique and different from the us
interface states which maintain their localized character
whole BZ.

The electronic structures of BNCx described above hav
been obtained after complete optimization of atomic geo
etries. The calculated bond length of C-N and B-C at
border is 1.37 and 1.50 Å, respectively. The length of C
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FIG. 2. Energy bands of~a! BNC2, ~b! BNC4,
and ~c! BNC6 sheets. A part of each sheet
shown in each inset where white, black, an
shaded circles are C, N, and B atoms, resp
tively. Periodicity in each sheet is represented
vectors a and b. Symmetry lines in two-
dimensional BZ is shown in the inset. The orig
of the energy is the top of the occupied band
See text for labels in~b! used for some bands a
the BZ boundary and the center.
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FIG. 3. Wave functions, charge density, and energy diagram of BNC4. ~a! Contour plots of squared wave functions of the flat-band sta
of BNC4 at J, which are labeled as CB, CB* , CN* , and CN in Fig. 2~b!. Plots are on the vertical cross section of the sheet which cont
the vectorb in ~d! or in Fig. 2~b!. White, black, and shaded circles denote C, N, and B atoms, respectively.~b! Schematic energy diagram
for the hybridization of the edge states of graphite and ofh-BN in BNC4 sheets.~c! Contour plots of squared wave functions of the high
occupiedp and the lowest unoccupiedp* states at the zone centerG. Plots are on the same cross section as in~a!. ~d! Contour plots of total
valence charge density shown on the plane including the BNC4 sheet.~e! Contour plots of squared wave functions of NFE states atG, a,
anda* ~see Fig. 2 for labels! shown on the same vertical cross section as in~a!. In the direction perpendicular to this paper, the states h
NFE character. In all contour plots, each contour line represents twice~or half! the density of its adjacent contour lines. The lowest conto
represent 2.1131022/Å 3, 4.2231023/Å 3, 2.1131021/Å 3, and 1.0531023/Å 3, for ~a!, ~c!, ~d!, and~e!, respectively.
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bonds is 1.40–1.42 Å and that of B-N is 1.40 and 1.43
The bond lengths of C-C and B-N are similar to those
graphite andh-BN. The heterobonds, B-C and N-C, on th
other hand, are less strong than the C-C or B-N bonds. He
the phase separation leading to the striped structures o
h-BN and graphite discussed above is energetically fav
able.

Figure 3~b! shows an energy diagram of the edge state
the ribbons hybridized in the heterosheet: The edge state
graphite ribbon and of theh-BN ribbon are hybridized at the
borders in BNC4 heterosheet, becoming the four bord
states. Due to the energy-level difference of threep orbitals
of C, N, and B atoms, the four border states are in the or
of CN, CB, CN* , and CB* in increasing energy, and the tw
middle states appear nearEF . The borders consisting of dif
ferent atom species introduce different energy levels
then the hybridization renders the energy gap open atJ.

This situation becomes more prominent in other hexa
nally networked heterosheets with zigzag borders. BC3 com-
pounds have also been synthesized and the structure has
agonal symmetry.23 In this case, we also find that the bord
states are localized on the zigzag border of B and C at
and the states render the flat bands at the Fermi level. On
contrary to the BNCx sheet, BC3 sheet shows no energy ga
Subtle balance of electron transfers among atomic sites,
is achieved at the zigzag borders, induces the unique bo
states described above. The subtle balance is not specifi
general in certain atomic arrangements. The latter infers
introduction of chemical variety at the border enriches
border state both in distribution of its wave function and
location of its energy level.

As stated above, the highest occupiedp and the lowest
unoccupiedp* states of the heterosheet BNCx are the border
states in character around the zone boundaryJ, whereas they
are extended over the sheet around the zone centerG. This
implies potential applicability of BNCx compounds. For in-
stance, the striped BNCx compound is capable of modulatin
the carrier flow by using the border states as channel
conduction. Carriers injected into the compound are first
commodated in either the highestp or the lowestp* bands
at J. The injected carriers are thus of one-dimensional ch
.
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acter along the borders. Then by exciting carriers or by
creasing the number of carriers, the states aroundG become
occupied. In this case, the conduction is isotropic reflect
the character of the wave function.

Unusual distribution of the wave function that we ha
found is also utilized for nanocoils when BNCx is formed in
a tubular form. Upon relatively light carrier doping, the cu
rent is one-dimensional along the border of the graphite
the h-BN strips. Therefore by tuning the width ratio of th
strips and by forming appropriate tubular structure, we c
control chirality of the current along the BNCx tube. This is
a generalization of the chiral conductivity first proposed
the BNC2 tube24 where anisotropic conductivity of the BN
monolayer is utilized. As a limiting case, the current flow
the BNCx tube consisting of theh-BN and the graphite strips

FIG. 4. ~a! Geometric structure of BNC2 heterosheet where th
borders are of armchair shape. White, black, and shaded cir
denote C, N, and B atoms, respectively.~b! Energy band of the
striped BNC2 heterosheet. The origin of the energy is the top of t
occupied band denoted by HO.~c! Contour plots of squared wav
function of the highest occupied~HO! and the lowest unoccupied
~LU! states atG point. In both contour plots, each contour lin
represents twice~or half! the density of its adjacent contour line
The lowest contour represents 4.2231023/Å 3.
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with its index ~n, 0! ~zigzag tube!3 is completely circular
around the tube, being regarded as a nanosolenoid.

The borders of striped BNCx also cause interesting mod
fication of wave functions of nearly-free-electron~NFE!
states. The NFE state or the interlayer state exists abovEF
in the case of graphite monolayer13 and as the LU state in
BN monolayer.22 Figure 3~e! shows the wave functions o
the NFE statesa anda* which are located aboveEF ~Fig. 2!
in BNC4. The energy levels of the NFE states in monolay
graphite and BN are different from each other. The bord
in BNC4 induce hybridization of the two different NFE
states. As a result, we find the bonding and antibonding N
states clearly shown in Fig. 3~e!: The bonding statea has
re

m

r
rs

E

more amplitude on the BN strip, whereas the antibond
statea* does on the graphite strip. Also thea* state has
nodes along the borders, whereas botha and a* preserve
their NFE character along the strips.

In conclusion, we have presented LDA calculations wh
clarify unique and interesting features of the border sta
inherent to hexagonally networked heterosheets.

Computations were performed at ISSP, University of T
kyo and at IMS~Okazaki!. This work was supported in par
by JSPS under Contract No. RFTF96P00203 and the Gr
in-Aid for Scientific Research Grant No. 11740219 a
Grant No. 10309003.
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